It will be shown that p x u is hereditarily countably metacompact for any ordinals # and u. As an immediate corollary we see that w 2 is hereditarily countably metacompact. This answers a question of Ohta (K. Tamano, 1995) . Also, as a corollary we see that if A and B are subspaces of ordinals, then A x / 3 is countably metacompact. This corollary answers Question (iii) of N. Kemoto et al. (1992, p. 250).
Introduction
It is well known that any ordinal is hereditarily normal and hereditarily countably paracompact. Let A and B be subspaces of ordinals. In [1] , the normality and countable paracompactness of A × B were characterized, and then it was shown that the normality of A x / 3 implies its countable paracompactness. They also showed that, if A a n d / 3 are subspaces of col, then the normality, as well as the countable paracompactness, of A x / 3 are equivalent to the assertion that A is non-stationary in cob B is non-stationary in Wl or A N B is stationary in wl. Therefore, if A and B are disjoint stationary sets in Wl, then A x / 3 is neither normal nor countably paracompact. However, no such characterization of countable metacompactness of A x B has been known, see the open problem (iii) in [1, p. 250] . The aim of this paper will be a stronger result:
Theorem. It × u is hereditarily countably metacompact for any ordinals it and u. Note that wl × (Wl + 1) is countably paracompact but not normal.
Notation and preliminaries
We recall some basic definitions and introduce some notation. Let it be an ordinal number with cf it /> w, where cf it denotes the cofinality of #. A strictly increasing function M : c f i t --+ it is said to be normal if M('~) = sup{M(7'): 7' < 7} for each limit ordinal 7 < cfit, and it = sup{M(7): 7 < cfit}. Note that a normal function on cf # always exists if cf it ~> w. So we always fix a normal function M : cf it -+ it for each ordinal it with cf it ~> w. Note that if C is cub (closed and unbounded) in cf #, then
M ( C ) is cub in it and i t \ M ( C ) is the free union of bounded open intervals in it.
Let # and u be any two ordinals and let M : cf it ~ # and N : cf u --+ u be the fixed normal functions on cf it and cf u, respectively.
For any subset X C it x u, c~ < it and/3 < u, define
<~,~> ~X } ,
H a ( X ) = {~< i t :
<~,fi> c X } .
Intuitively, V~(X) is the "trace of X on the o~-th vertical slice" and H a ( X ) is the "trace of X on the/3-th horizontal slice." Recall that a space X is countably metacompact if whenever {D,~},~e,o is a decreasing sequence of closed sets in X such that N,~e~ Dn = 0, then there is a (decreasing) sequence { U n }~ of open sets in X such that D,~ C Un for each n E w and N~e~ Un = 0.
We will use the following general topological facts: 
Proof of the theorem
Proof of the theorem. Suppose that the theorem is false. Then there are ordinals ( and 7/ such that ( x ~7 is not hereditarily countably metacompact. First let # be the least ordinal ( such that ( x r/is not hereditarily countably metacompact for some ordinal 77. Next let u be the least ordinal ~ such that # × ~] is not hereditarily countably metacompact. Then # × u is not hereditarily countably metacompact, but #t × u and # × u ~ are hereditarily countably metacompact for every #~ < # and u ~ < u. Let X be a subspace of # × which is not countably metacompact.
We will reach a contradiction by proving the following: Then we see that Dn C Un for all n ~ co and N ,~ Un = 13. This proves X is countably metacompact, a contradiction. Similarly, we have cf u ~ 1. Hence, we have proved (a).
Proof of (b). Suppose that cf # = co. Then/z x u is represented as the free union: 
D~ n (Y u Z) c U(Y) u U(Z).

Therefore we have
Dk C [ X \ ( Y U Z)] U [Dk N (Y U Z)] C [ [(/z\ ran M) x u n X ] U [/z x (u\ ran N) n X] ] U [U(Y)U U(Z)]
which is the finite union of countably metacompact open subsets of X. This proves that X is countably metacompact, a contradiction. Thus, we have proved (d).
By the comments made above, we see that the proofs of (a)-(d) lead us to a contradiction from which the theorem now follows. [] The referee of the present paper asks the authors the following question.
Question. Is the countable power #~o hereditarily countably metacompact for any ordinal #?
